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Selling Talks On U.K.'s Kabul News

Assignment of German Formula
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BEING DISCUSSED

BRUSSELS, Jan. 31, (Reuters) - Mr. Edward Heath and the German Chancellor, Ludwig Erhard, met tonight in Brussels for last night's talks, which will open the negotiations on Britain's entry into the European Community.

Kabul, Jan. 31, (Radio) - The Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Afghanistan has asked the United Nations to intervene to put an end to the use of force between the sides of the conflict in Afghanistan.
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A Haunted House: Family Sleeps

In Rail Station

LONDON, Jan. 31, (Observer) - A woman, who was sleeping in a railway sleeping

on the first-class car on her way to London, has been found dead.

She was a mother of three children.

Mr. William, who was staying on the same train, said that the woman had shown signs of illness before she died.

Mr. Smith, who was also on the train, said that the woman had appeared to be well until a few minutes before her death.

The train was traveling at a speed of 60 miles per hour when the woman died.

U.K.'S FIRST ATOMIC

SUBMARINE

BRITAIN has introduced Britain's first atomic-powered submarine, the HMS "Vanguard," to the fleet.

The submarine is capable of traveling at a speed of 30 knots and has a range of 80,000 miles.

German-made diesel plant: very economic and healthy. No smoke. Consumes less than a gallon in a month.

Address: 86-Industrial Sales Shop, 1st section of Jade Nade Pakistan.

The Weather

Yesterday:

Kabul, Tuesday, January 30, 1969 (KABUL TIMES)

POLITICAL FUTURE OF SWAZILAND

Constitutional Talks Open In London

London, Jan. 30, (Observer) - The constitutional talks between the government and the opposition in Swaziland have opened today in London.

The talks are expected to last for four days.

The constitutional talks are aimed at finding a solution to the political crisis in Swaziland, which has been ongoing for several months.

Tropes

Fall in France;

Blizzards in Japan

London, Jan. 30, (Observer) - A fall in France has caused a number of deaths and injuries.

The blizzards in Japan have caused widespread destruction and disrupt

U.S.A.'s 1962 Space Programme

Most Successful So Far

Melbourne, Jan. 30, (Observer) - The United States' space programme has been described as the most successful so far.

The programme, which was launched in 1962, has achieved a number of notable successes.

The President said that he would ask for a major increase in the defence budget next year.

But he added that the U.S. would not be able to provide all the necessary funds.
Importance Of Foreign Trade in Economic Development

By TUKURU

Foreign trade plays an area of the economy in developing countries. Economic growth is not possible without a well-developed foreign trade system. The existing foreign trade in many developing countries is far from adequate. Mostly, foreign trade is limited to a few primary products. The foreign trade system needs to be developed in line with the changing needs of the economy. The following are the reasons why foreign trade is important:

1. Industrialization: Industrialization cannot be achieved without foreign trade. Foreign trade is the lifeblood of industrialization as it provides raw materials and required equipment and technology. Foreign trade is also essential for the import of consumer goods and services.

2. Employment: Foreign trade provides employment opportunities for labor in various sectors. Workers engaged in foreign trade activities are paid a higher salary than those in other fields.

3. Profits: Foreign trade brings in substantial profits to developing countries. This is achieved through the sale of primary products in the international market.

4. Balance of Payments: A country's balance of payments is the difference between its foreign earnings and foreign payments. Foreign trade can be used to increase foreign earnings and improve the country's balance of payments.

5. Currency Exchange: Foreign trade is used to exchange one currency for another. This is achieved through the sale of primary products in the international market.

6. Capital Formation: Foreign trade is used to bring in capital from abroad for investment purposes.

7. Communication and Transport: Communication and transport are essential for the normal functioning of foreign trade. Without these, foreign trade cannot be carried out efficiently.

In summary, foreign trade is an essential component of the economic development of any country. It is important to develop the foreign trade system to improve the country's economic development.
No Commitment
By Jutter

"I just wanted to say that, you know, the talks in Brussels won't be a commitment from either side. We have to keep our options open."

More Freedom For Women

Jordanian Delegation's

"We are working towards gender equality. Women should have access to education and employment opportunities."

KATANGA BANK

Reported to be In Trouble

"The situation at Katanga Bank is dire. The bank is facing a liquidity crisis and its future is uncertain."

Part Of Exeter

Evacuated

"The town of Exeter has been partially evacuated due to the ongoing crisis."

HERTER'S TALKS WITH GATT OFFICIALS

Major Highlights

"Hertter expressed his concerns over the current trade policies and proposed a new framework for trade negotiations."